Krusin Wood Side Chair
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KRUSIN WOOD SIDE CHAIR Through an inherent and graceful visual silence, the Krusin Wood Side Chair maintains a simple linear form, that is able to harmonize with a multitude of sophisticated design styles. Through clean lines and a broad palette of natural woods, along with contemporary low sheen finishes, the chair can be specified to fit any aesthetic. The arm and armless chair is available with upholstered or natural woven paper rush seat. An optional matching upholstered inset back further enhances its versatility.

MARC KRUSIN Marc Krusin graduated from Leeds Metropolitan University in England with a degree in furniture design. He began his career in Milan and collaborated with various studios, including that of Piero Lissoni. In 1998, he co-founded the Milan-based group, Codice 31, which in successive years gained increased importance in the design world and established his international reputation as an emerging talent. Since 2007, Marc Krusin has collaborated with Knoll in a number of projects including WA, a desking system for Knoll International, and the London showroom interior.